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Abstract 

Under the concept of "Industry 4.0", production processes will be pushed to be increasingly interconnected, 
information based on a real time basis and, necessarily, much more efficient. In this context, capacity optimization 
goes beyond the traditional aim of capacity maximization, contributing also for organization’s profitability and value. 
Indeed, lean management and continuous improvement approaches suggest capacity optimization instead of 
maximization. The study of capacity optimization and costing models is an important research topic that deserves 
contributions from both the practical and theoretical perspectives. This paper presents and discusses a mathematical 
model for capacity management based on different costing models (ABC and TDABC). A generic model has been 
developed and it was used to analyze idle capacity and to design strategies towards the maximization of organization’s 
value. The trade-off capacity maximization vs operational efficiency is highlighted and it is shown that capacity 
optimization might hide operational inefficiency.  
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1. Introduction 

The cost of idle capacity is a fundamental information for companies and their management of extreme importance 
in modern production systems. In general, it is defined as unused capacity or production potential and can be measured 
in several ways: tons of production, available hours of manufacturing, etc. The management of the idle capacity 
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Abstract 

More and more elements in a modern production system are becoming smart devices and it is reasonable to integrate them into a 
Cyber Physical Production System (CPPS) in a consistent manner. There is the broad goal of many industrial players to open the 
rich potential of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), which has to be fast, secure and adaptive. The growing number of 
“things” in a production system requires satisfying connectivity solutions that are different to an easy coming “Peer-to-Peer 
architecture (P2P)”. The approach followed at the smartfactory@tugraz – the Learning Factory of Graz University of Technology 
in Austria – to achieve such an integration is to deploy an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), which is at the core of Service Oriented 
Architecture (SOA). The goal is to integrate three main software applications including the Product Lifecycle Management 
(PLM), the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and the Management Execution System (MES). The additional challenge in this 
project is that these mentioned main applications are all provided by different suppliers. The selected SOA approach provides the 
basis for a scalable and extensible solution via Connectivity Modules and standardized interfaces. The smartfactory@tugraz 
validates this SOA approach by applying it to a real and fully operational manufacturing line. The smartfactory@tugraz is not 
only a learning factory but rather an open ecosystem by offering both students and researchers as well as industrial partners the 
ability to perform research on this subject. It is thus the ideal place to study the challenges and to understand the benefits of 
pushing a CPPS to a mature level in terms of connectivity in a manufacturing context. 
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1. Motivation concerning connectivity in modern CPPS 

Complexity in production has been a growing issue in manufacturing systems. Product requirements like a 
maximum in customization, high quality and accuracy and best availability at lowest cost levels have risen to a new 
level. The fulfillment of these targets needs the most appropriate use of product and production related information 
at the right time at the right place at the shop floor and all connected systems in the value chain. The advances in 
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) promise to fulfill these necessities including on demand or 
even real-time execution. The key for success in this newly designed network indeed is the seamless and 
unambiguous communication, which means that all stations engaged in a production have the relevant information 
for executing the required task. This is important but challenging because modern production systems are often 
confronted with change, which may affect in many cases also subsystems. The consequences are high effort, risk of 
inconsistent data and loosing important time for quick response and short lead times. 

 
That is why creating a CPPS with a high level of connectivity - and beyond this a high level of pervasive data 

integration – is a prerequisite for future IT-architectures in manufacturing environments. Such systems allow the 
only single input of dynamic data and therefore all subsystems of the production systems are immediately enabled to 
act. There is no double handling, no misinterpretation and a closed-loop manufacturing can be started in a very short 
time without major disruption. 

2. Research Methodology 

To understand the theoretical foundation concerning connectivity in industrial manufacturing environments and to 
study the state-of-the-art in this context, a literature research of scientific sources such as “ScienceDirect” and “TU 
Graz Library Search” was done. Together with the ICT-Team of the smartfactory@tugraz (industrial and scientific 
members, see acknowledgements) the software applications and technical applications (“things”) to be integrated 
were defined and put into process charts for building an appropriate software design. With use of the expertise of the 
project partner T-Systems as the supplier of the selected ESB and the representatives of the software solutions for 
PLM, ERP and MES, the design and integration was conducted via an expert-driven approach derived from 
industrial best practices. 

3. Requirements for establishing connectivity in modern CPPS 

A major requirement for a modern network architecture in production in terms of connectivity is its technical and 
economical scalability which can be achieved by SOA and an integrated ESB. Adding new elements to the CPPS 
and connecting them to all other relevant members in a P2P style would require major programming and integration 
efforts. This would result in expensive and time consuming efforts when the existing CPPS needs to be extended.  

 
A further requirement for creating connectivity is the openness to existing or new resources to be added to the 

CPPS. Firstly, there are different suppliers with different interfaces and protocols and secondly there are different 
generations of ICT represented in the “things” to be integrated. The maximum use of standard ESB solutions and 
integrators with high experience [1], [2] is recommended, especially when the new set-up has to be done in a 
brownfield environment. 

4. State of the art in modelling and execution of connectivity 

A couple of models have been developed by various organizations to meet the sound list of requirements in terms 
of connectivity. There is the model of ZVEI (German Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers' Association) which 
puts the MES into the center of its communication platform in order to address the other systems (ERP, PLM, etc.) 
[4]. Another model, the HANA®-platform by SAP, provides the necessary services for business models and end-to-
end processes. Finally, amongst a few more models there is the Reference Architecture Model Industry 4.0 (RAMI 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.promfg.2019.03.058&domain=pdf
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CPPS. Firstly, there are different suppliers with different interfaces and protocols and secondly there are different 
generations of ICT represented in the “things” to be integrated. The maximum use of standard ESB solutions and 
integrators with high experience [1], [2] is recommended, especially when the new set-up has to be done in a 
brownfield environment. 

4. State of the art in modelling and execution of connectivity 

A couple of models have been developed by various organizations to meet the sound list of requirements in terms 
of connectivity. There is the model of ZVEI (German Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers' Association) which 
puts the MES into the center of its communication platform in order to address the other systems (ERP, PLM, etc.) 
[4]. Another model, the HANA®-platform by SAP, provides the necessary services for business models and end-to-
end processes. Finally, amongst a few more models there is the Reference Architecture Model Industry 4.0 (RAMI 
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4.0) consisting of six layers which give an obligatory structure for each subsystem that wants to participate in the 
CPPS. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Centralized Connection of ZVEI [4]. 

All mentioned models address different target groups, cover only sections of the whole enterprise and still remain 
more scientific and theoretical than operational useable [4]. Addressing the lack of best practice of industrial-grade 
installations, the project smartfactory@tugraz aims for retrieval the relevant knowledge. The Centralized Connection 
of ZVEI (see Fig. 1) looks closest to the preferred development at smartfactory@tugraz with the intention to avoid a 
P2P architecture. It is determined to connect the Enterprise Network (Office Floor) and the Factory Network (Shop 
Floor). The connection and integration within this model is realized via the well-known SOA.  

5. SOA as preferred solution for an agile architecture 

For connecting heterogeneous legacy systems – even for integrating brownfield environments, the architectural 
concept of a SOA [5] ensures highest potential for integration [6]. 

5.1. Definition and Structure of SOA 

A SOA is a concept of software design for providing services for the interaction of independent software 
solutions via working on defined communication protocols over a network. The minimal form of a SOA consists of a 
service consumer, a service provider and a service registry [7]. It is principally independent of vendors, products and 
technologies and consists of the following elements: Application Frontend, Service, Contract, Implementation, 
Interface, Business Logic, Data, Service Repository and the Service Bus [8]. The Service Bus is the connecting 
component of all participants of the SOA and can interact with many distinct technologies because of its 
controllability of diverse communication forms. For a successful implementation of a SOA, it is critical to have a 
solid grounding in business and technology evolution [6]. 

5.2. Business process description – the processes at smartfactory@tugraz 

Before implementing SOA, it is necessary to define all relevant business processes. The smartfactory@tugraz is 
equipped with high tech machinery such as CNC tool machines, assembly facilities, handling robots and transport 
shuttles that all have control units and proprietary automation software. The overall management of facilities and 
production orders is guided through the PLM, ERP and MES (core systems). Accordingly, the process flow is 
roughly illustrated in a swim-lane flowchart as shown in Fig. 2. The three sectors of the value chain consisting of 
Product engineering, Production engineering and Production execution are represented in columns, the core systems 
are represented in rows. The finally installed ESB - with the product name PdM Web Connector (PWC) - is 
responsible for a reliable data exchange between these core systems. This is achieved by robust exchange processes 
and services, which follow a standard software development process (requirements analysis, software architecture 
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and design, software development, build, test) in design time and thoroughly designed monitoring and alerting in run 
time. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Illustration of business model design [authors illustration]. 

6. The Reference Architecture of the smartfactory@tugraz (RA-SFG) 

Referring to the Centralized Connection of ZVEI a specific RA-SFG was developed (see Fig. 3). 
 

 

Fig. 3. RA-SFG [authors illustration]. 

The implemented RA-SFG model consists of two major integration points that are responsible for the data flow 
between their respective domains. Within the office floor, there is the ESB as the message broker responsible for 
connecting PLM, ERP and MES. On the shop floor, the so called “Connectivity Platform” acts as an interface that is 
responsible for the connectivity of the various machines. 

6.1. The ESB as data integrator at the Office Floor 

The PWC as selected ESB is implemented in Java and uses diverse libraries and frameworks also based on Java 
and acts in combination with a client and optional with Connectivity Modules (CM). It has the ability to connect 
service requester and service provider of a SOA in a loosely coupled way [10]. Loose coupling means that 
components or services have, or makes use of, little or no knowledge of the definitions of other separate components 
or services. Successful loosely coupled systems manage the information exchange by minimizing the dependencies 
between services [11]. Beginning with the implementation of authentication, authorization and confidentiality at the 
next expansion stage there is planned to consider encryption and transport security. The PWC enables connectivity 
in executing data mediation, data mapping and data transformation. To ensure scalability the distribution 
management does the load balancing. Further important functionality layers are configuration, message brokering, 
logging and tracing, buffering in case of down times, exception handling, caching and detailed monitoring of the 
business processes [12]. The proper client consists of the client framework (e.g. thin or rich client) which is an 
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abstraction layer as standardized module. The user interaction occurs based on the client framework and gives a 
comprehensive view of all systems, functions, services and features. The optional CMs operates as connecting and 
adapting layer between data mediation and the in- and output of the services and realizes scaling and parallelization. 
It contains a system of specific business logic (e.g. for conversion of number formats), the CM framework and CM 
commons. At the Office Floor, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP 1.2) is used as standard communication 
protocol and Representational State Transfer (REST) as alternative communication form, which all are provided by 
the core systems. 

6.2. The Connectivity Platform as data integrator at the Shop Floor 

All operations that run in the Shop Floor finally are managed by the MES, which is part of the Office Floor. 
Ideally, all devices of the Shop Floor should be connected directly to the MES via the support of OPC UA, knowing 
that especially in brownfield environments this universal standard still is not always given. For this case the 
preferred solution is the coordination of all devices via a Connectivity Platform with product name KEP ServerEX as 
an upstream interface towards the MES of the Office Floor (see Fig. 4). The Connectivity Platform is a Client-Server 
Application. The design of the server guarantees a precise communication, a rapid setup and interoperability 
between industrial devices and client applications [9]. Communication is performed via OPC UA-Binary over 
TCP/IP and/or OPC UA SOAP. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Creating connectivity at the Shop Floor in a heterogeneous environment [authors illustration]. 

6.3. The Realization and Validation of the RA-SFG 

The feasibility of the proposed reference architecture will be tested in the environment of the 
smartfactory@tugraz. From the very beginning of the project we consciously decided to install a highly 
heterogeneous production environment with facilities and devices coming from different vendors with different 
communication standards and protocols [15], [16]. The configurations so far in the smartfactory@tugraz is depicted 
in Fig. 4 on the right side. 

6.4. The Transfer of Know How and Experience via the Learning Factory 

The just presented experimental set up of an architecture for high connectivity in a heterogeneous infrastructure is 
one of the core systems installed at the smartfactory@tugraz. Students and interested companies receive information 
via specific lessons as well as lectures directly in the smartfactory. The audience experiences agility and advanced 
communication concepts in a hands-on manner by understanding how these concepts are applied in well-defined 
show cases. The trainees learn how the available interfaces and connecting devices work and which alternatives in 
finding appropriate solutions exist. First it is shown what it means to integrate one additional “thing” into the CPPS 
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(scalability). What follows next is the proof of the desired pervasive data integration. This is done by changing a 
geometric property in the design of any part of the product to be manufactured in the learning factory. The concept 
of doing this change only once (preferably in the CAD drawing stored in the PLM) must result in finally getting 
machined the correct product without any further data feed at the Shop Floor or cumbersome changes elsewhere in 
the system. 

7. Summary and Outlook 

In this project, the basis for developing the reference architecture RA-SFG was the Centralized Connection of 
ZVEI that combines the internally managed Office Floor and the internally managed Shop Floor. The connection of 
these two floors was realized with the SOA concept. Within the Office Floor, the PWC acts as a newly introduced 
integration point. Within the Shop Floor, communication takes place using OPC UA. Both floors are connected via 
the Connectivity Platform. RA-SFG is ready for integrating facilities of even highly different systems into a modern 
CPPS including the feature of the necessary scalability. 

 
The next step will be the extension of the CPPS by the elements of the “Approved Concept” (see Fig. 4, left side). 

Furthermore, there will be the integration of the tool management, the intralogistics, the quality assurance and the 
packing processes. All these additional applications should be able to integrate onto the already existing reference 
architecture RA-SFG then in a more or less easy way. The fully established CPPS at smartfactory@tugraz is 
estimated with end of 2019. 
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